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HYDROMAGNETIC PHENOMENA AT THE MAGNETOPAUSE AND IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE

L.J. LANZEROTTI 1

Spacecraft and ground-bascd tcchniques have been used jointly in rccent years to
shrdy hydromagnetic vyaves and currents at high dayside latitudes along
geomagnetic field lines which connect through the boundary layer and
magnctopause. This pa¡rcr reviews sorno cuÍ€nt observational work and relates it
to p,f€sefit theoretical ideas. Topics covercd include: a) transmission of
hydrornagnetic u/aves across the magnetopausc and into the inagnetosphere; b)
relationships of hydromagnetic Power and waves to interplanetary solar wind
paramsters; c) relationship of localized field-aligned cun€nts Ûo magnetopause and
boundary layer processes; d) ionosphere electric fields and auroral emissions
accompanying localized field-aligned currcnts.

FENôMENOS HIDROMAGNÉTICOS NA MAGNETOPAUSA E NA
MAGNETOSFERA - Medidas a bordo de vefculos espaciais e na superffcie ter-
restre têm sido usadas para estudar ondas e correntÊs hidrornagnéticas, de regiões
de alta latitude e de perfodo diurno, que fluem ao longo das linhas do carnpo geo-
magnético através da magneûopausa e da camada adjacenæ de contorno ("boun-
dary layer"). Est€ artigo apresenta uma revisão de alguns dos trabalhos observa-
cionais rnais recenûes, examinando-os sob o ponto de vista de conceitos teóricos
atuais. Os tópicos abordados incluem: a) a transmissão de ondas hidromagnéticas
através da magnetopausa e dentro da magneûosfera; b) o relacionamento das ondas
hidromagnéticas e ser¡s espectros de potência com os parâmetros interplanetários
do vento solar; c) o relacionamento entre as correntes localizadas ao longo das li-
nhas de camg) magnético com os procesfns ffsicos que oconem na magnetopausa
e na camada adjacente de contorno; d) a ocorrência de campos elétricos ionosféri-
cos e emissões aurorais acompanhando correntes localizadas ao longo das linhas
do campo geomagnético.

I. INTRODUCTTON
along ¡nagnetopause flux tubes to the high latiüde
ionosphere. For exaqrle, Bolshakova & Troitskaya
(1982), Olson (1986) and Cole et al. (1986) have all
investigated magretic field flr¡ctuations at high
geomagnetic latitude.s which may be associated with
ûre magneto¡rause and the magnetospheric low latitude
boundary layer. Fraser-Smith (1982) reviewed aspects
of the hydromagnetic wave situation a few years ago.
Characteristic hydromagnetic features a¡e found in the
data which can be associated with magnetopause wave
processes, as well as with a direct penetration of solar
wind energy to ionospheric altitudes.

Some recent hydromagnetic \pave sû¡dies
reported from our Laboratories are discuss€d in
Section m. Section Miscusses sorþ present
investigations of the large maenetic iryulse events
which have been recorded at high geomagnetic
latitudes on the dayside of the Earth. The iryulse
events are probably related to special mâgnetoPatrse
and/or boundary layer processes, and thus the resca¡ch
on their occlrrrenoe and characteristics is an area of
much active investigation at present.

Furttrer details on the topics discussed in the
following sections are contained in the references
which occur throughout the text.

Since its discovery, the Earth's m¿gnetopause
has been a geospace region of intense investigation
both by spacecraft and, where feasible, by ground-
based techniques. Jþs imFortance of the mâgnetopause

æises because it is one of the "cellular boundaries" in
cosmic plasmas which separate plasma regimes of
vastly differcnt characteristics (Alfvén, 1981). The
transmission of hydrornagnetic waves and energy
across the magneûopause and the conversion of solar
wind dynamic pressure to hydromagnetic energy inside
the magnetosphere is a topic of significant importance
in understanding the stability of the magnetopause and
the mechanisms by which energy can be exchanged
acrosÍ¡ similar cellular boundaries \Ã/ithin cosmic
plasmas.

In addition to extensive spacecrafr studies of the
fine scale stn¡cturc of the magnetopause and of the
possible magnetic field reconnection processes which
rnay occr¡r on the boundary, a number of ground-based
investigations havé also examined magnetopause
p¡ocesses. These include studies of hydromagnetic
wave$ in the polar ionosphere and of other electric and
magnetic fields which a¡e associated wiül
magnetopause processes as they would be transmitted
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II. OBSBRVATIONS

The ground-based data discussions herein were
obtained primarily from Bell l-aboratories instnrmen-
tation installed at the high latih¡de stations South Pole
(SP), Antarctica, and Iqaluit (IQ), Northwest
Territories, Canada. These stations ar€ located
allrroximately at opposite ends of a geomagnetic flux
ûrbe. For low levels of geomagnetic activity, this flux
tube will pass close ûo, or along, the dayside
magneto,pause. The locations of SP, IQ, and Sondre
StromSord (SS), Greenland, are shown in Fig. 1,
whe¡e the Antarctic continent has been mapped along
geomagnetic coordinates to the northern hemisphere
(courtesy of M. Rycroft and R. Greenwald). As noted,
duing local daytiræ conditions the geomagnetic
latitude of these two stations places their connecting
flux trbe close to the nominal geomagnetic cusp.
However, the precise geornagnetic locations of the
stations can change as a ñrnction of local time and
with geomagnetic activity; magnetospheric models for
such high latitudes are not very accurate. This is
therefore a problem that require,s firrtlrer investigation,
one which would ideally include simultaneous low
altitude spacecraft measurernents of the last closed
field lines over a coqiugate station pair.
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Figtrr€ 1. I¡cations of the principal ground-based
observing stations mentio¡ied in this paper at
Iqaluit (IQ), Norttrwest Territories, Canada"
Sondre Stromfjord (SS), Greenland, and South
Pole (SP) Station, Antarctica. The Antarctica
continent has been mapped in geomagnetic
coordinates to the northern hemisphere.

At both SP and IQ the magnetoætcrs are flux
gaÞs with noise levels of - O.2 nT. The data in thr€e
orthogonal components (H<omponent, geomâ.gnetic
south-north; D.com¡ronent, geomagnetic west+ast;
vertical, positive increase looking in the dirpction of
lhe field) are recorded digrtally at both stations with a
one second (SP) and a five second (Ie) digitization
inten¡al. The digitization arylitude at each location,
provided by 14 bit analog to digitat convertcrs, is O.06
nT. In ad¡lition to the sampling of the magnetic field
¡lata in the thee rnagnetic com¡ronents, each data
record (1O minutes) also contains various perforrrance
paramet€rs of the instrunents and the data acquisition
syst€m in order to provide measures of the system
oerformance.

III. HYDROMAGNETTC WAVES

This section contains some recent studies of
hydromagnetic ryave.s made at high magnetic latitudes
on the dayside of the Earth and their occurrence
relationship to interplanetåry plasma conditions. A
number of investigations have rcported studies of the
simultaneous occrurence of waves in the Pc 3
frequency band (- 0.O2 to O.l IIz) in the solar wind
and inside the magnetosphere (e.g., Engebretson et al.,
1987). Furtherrnore, several statistical studies at both
high (Slawinski et al., 1988; Engebretson et al., 1986)
and low (Gul'elmi, 1974, arñ, work references therein)
latitudes have found a dqlendence of the frequency of
the hydromagnetic waves (for a percentage of the
observations) on the interplanetary magnetic field

The frequency dependent hydromagnetic
wave branch is similar to that found by Russell &
Hoppe (1981) for the frequency dependence of ion
cyclotrron waves observed in the solar wind on the
int€rplanetary f ield magnitude.

In contrasÇ only a few studies have specifically
examined hydrornagnetic fluctuation phenornena in the
magnetosheath, at the magnetopause, and directly
across the magnetopause in order to examine the
penetration of wave energy from the solar wind into
the magnetosphere proper (Wolfe & Kaufuiann, 1975;
Verzariu, 1973; Grænstadt et al., l9g3). Results from
a recent study using data from the ISEE 2 spacecraft.
as it entercd the magnetosphere and from ground-
based data taken at SP, at the end of a flux tube
connecting through the region where the spacecraft
entered the magnetosphere near the equator, are shown
in Fig. 2. \\e magnetopause crossing by the ISEE
spacecraft occurred within an how or so local noon.
Amplitudes plotfed in this figure are the poï/er
spectral amplitudes at the frequencies denoted, where
the two frequencies were selected from power spectra
of the ground-based daø (the spacecraft spectra were
less structured in general than were the spectra from
the ground data, although the oscillations at the higher
frequency wer€ stroirgly visually evident as well in the
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spacecraft data (I-a¡lzerctti et al., 1989)). Because of
tlre different spectral techniques used for the
spacecrafr data and for the ground data, the amplitudes
cannot be compared directly between the two
locations. It is clear, however, ftrom the ISEE data that
the arnplitudes of the fluctuations inside fhe
magnetosphere are significantly attenuated from those
in the rnagnetosheath. Inside the magnetosphere, the
power levels of the flr¡cû¡ations at the two frequencies
decrease with inc¡easing radial distance from the
m4gnetopause. The radial dependence of the fall-offis
less than would be expected from theoretical
considerations of surface tvave atûenuation inside the
magnetospher€ (t anzerofri et al., 1999).
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Figurc 2. Power spectral levels of magnetic field
fluctuations at tlvo frequencies as measured on
the ground and on the ISEE-2 spacecraft. Data
are plotted as a fi¡nction of L-value, although
precise values near the magneûopause afe
uncertain and depend upon map.etosphere model
used (Lenzs¡etti et aL, 1989).

Lanzerofri et al. (1989) concluded that the
decrease in wave amplitude ac¡oss the rnagnetopause
(as seen from the ISEE data) is consistent with the fast
mode wave transmission across the rnagnetopause,
wherein little energy is eryrccted to be transmitted (See

Wolfe & Kar¡fmann,1975>. Thete was no evidence ín
the interplanetary redium at the location of the IMP-8
spacecrafr for hydromagnetic rvaves with frequencies
similar to those in the magnetosheath and in the
magneûosphere. However, that is not to say that such
v¡aves may have existed elsewhere in the inter-
planetary medium. Such examination of the pene-
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tration of energy into the magnetocphere requires
investigation at a wide range of læal time along the
dayside m?gnetopause.

In order to examine further the existence of
hydromagnetic !ìtaves ï'ithin the magnetosphere on
solar wind conditions, scveral colleagues and I have
canied out a variety of statistical studies, cornparing

ground-based observations \ilith inter-
planetary conditions measr¡red by spacecraft. Shoum in
Fig. 3 (Wolfe et al., 1987) a¡e the results of a
multivariarc analysis of the (rccurrenoe o,f hydro-
magnetic broadband po\per in the Pc 3 ba¡d with inter-
planetary solar wind conditions (interplanetary solar
wind speed V and. the ttu€e directions of tbe inter-
planetary magnotic field in the solar magneûospheric
(GSM) coordinate syst€m). The multir¡a¡iaæ analysis
was perforred using tbe "Co" stadgtbs (Mallows,
1973), a paraæt€r which pr,öviOes a ..Goodness of
Fit" and is defined as
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where s2 is an estimaæ of the va¡iance oÊ, RRS. is the
residu¿l sum of tle squares, N is ths ilrmþr'of ¿¿ta
points, and p is the number of væiables (Daniel &
lVood, 1980). This study was done by using tbe four
independent variahles individually, and then two at a
time, three at a time, and then all four in order to
calculafe the fits to a selected dependent variable.
Therefore, Co ræasures the total squared error in the
dependent vâriable for each linear least cquares fit.
The Þeet fit to the r¡ariables is determined by the
qinimum value of Co which is found for any given set
of variables
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Figurc 3. The value of the Co statistic for a given number
of variables (p). Thè power in the pc 3 frequency
band is found ûo be most highly associaæd with
sola¡ wind speed V (variable number 1) and then
with Bz (variable number 4). The B, component
(variable number 2) is found ûo be not
significantly associated with the Pc 3 power.
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The renrle of the analysis shown in Fig. 3

illustrate ttrat the p< wer levels in tbe Pc 3 fteçrency
band þnd to be conûolled most sensitively by V and

by the interplmetary magnetic ñeld (IMF) dirpction
perpendicular to tho ecplitic plane, Bz (variables

dcNroted as nr¡mber I and 4 in the figr¡rc). Adding the

slar wind inærplanetary field cast-west dir€ction' By
(variable number 3), rnakes the fit soæwhaÇ but not
dramatically, beüer. For a single variable, it is clear
that the solar wind speed is dominant in producing
enhanced fþwer levels in this ftrequency band at the
high latiEdc South Pole Station.

A similar study using lincar correlations of
individual solar wind paramet€rs and the IMF direction
relative to the Eartlr-sun line was done by Yumoto et
aL (f98Ð. They found no depcndeirce of the power
levels in the Pc 3 ft,equency band (as deærmined from
a cusp-latitude station) on the cone anglc of the
interplanetary field. The IMF "cone angle"
0*S i" defined as

oxB : cos-l dBxUB) (2)

and gives the angle between the inærplanetary field
dfu€ction and the radial direction between the Earttr
and the sun.

These high latitude results of Yurnoto et al.
(19Í37), arc different from those found in studies of
data acquired at lower latitudes, I-values - 2 ta 4.
For these low latitudp ca!¡es, etudies by Wolfe and
colleagues (!Volfe, 1980; lVolfe et al., 1980, 1985)
show that for the Pc 3 frequency band there tends to
be both a solar wind speed and an IMF cone angle
dependence, whereas for frequencies lower than those
of the Pc 3 band, the dependence of the activity level
on solar wind speed is found to be dominant.

It should be noted, however, that Engebretson et
al. (1986), in a visual selection of distinct Pc 3
monochromatic events near local noon at ousp
latitudes, found a shong relationship between the
existence of the events and the cone angle: that is, the
cone ângle tended to be small when the events existed.
Evidence for IMF control of certain Pc 3 events at
high latiûrde is also found in the recent work of
Slawinski et al. (1988). They report two distinct
branches in a plot of the frequency of observed
hydromagnetic waves and fhe total interplançSry
magnetic field magnitude. The frequencydependent
branch tends to become selected in the Slawinski et al.
(1988) work with the irnposition of criteria of higlier
levels of energy. The results are similar to ttrcse of
Gul'elmi (1974) based upon a visual selection process.

There ar€ other external sources that can
stimulate hydromagnetic energy and waves within the
magnetosphere. One such source includes the
excitation of the Kelvin-Helmtrolø instability on the
magnetopause produced by the flow of the solar wind

Hy dr oma g ræ t íc p hc nomc nct

along the magnetospbcre boundary. Tests of the onset
conditions for the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the
magnetopause hav€ not been very conclusivc after
mariy years of stndy of the nag¡ptopal¡s€, and it still
rcmains to be s€¡sn as to the importance of this
¡pçhani¡m. A ¡ecent paper by Song etal. (1988) calls
into 8oæ qrcstion tbe validity of the Kelvin-
Helmholtz rechanism for longer period (of the order
of I minutes or more) hydromagnetic fh¡ctuations
inside the magnetosphere. In addition, rccent work by
Sibeck and colleagues have shown that pressure pulses
in the solar wind are perhapo morp influential in
producing soæ longer period hydromagnetic waves
ümn had been thought previousþ (Sibeck etal., 1987,
1989), evcn thougb the mechaniems by vffiçþ small
changes in sola¡ wind prcssur€ could produc€
hydromagnetic waves at magnetospher€ density
gradients had been discussod in the liæran¡re more
tttan a decade ago (Chen & Ilasegawa, lül4;
Lanzerotti et al", 1974, 1975; I-anzerotti & Hasegawa,
19/6; Baumjohann et al., 1984).

Sporadic reconnection p¡æesses on the dayside
mîgnetopause a¡e also likely to produce hydro-
magnetic disturbances intcrior to the magnetosphere on
closed magrretospheric field lines. Indeed, the initial
discussions of the possibility of reconnection
p(rcesses at the megnetopause by }Iolzer & Reid
(1975) invoked a generation of hydromagnetic waves
in .the reconnection prooess. Southwood (1985) has
expanded upon this idea. Lee et al. (1987) have
discussed the generation of hydrornagnetic waves by
lhe motion of the plasrna loops produced in a multiple
X-line reconnection process which may occur on the
magnetopause (for exarrple, in a flux transfer process).

Evidence for hydromagnetic waves associatcd
with magnetic inrpulsive events occurring in the polar
cusp ionosphere (see also next section) have been
presented by Lanzerotti & Maclennan (1988). A
dynamic po\Ã/er spectnrm of the magnetic field
fluctuations in the south-norttr component from South
Pole during a several hour inten¡al in October 1985
are shown in Fig. 4. Under the figure are shown the
time-intensity traces of the south-norttr and vertical
components of the magnetic ñeld. The vertical
component shows two impulses (at - l2l5 UT and -
l42O UT) in the data (see following section). The
hydromagnetic fluctuations which occur following the
first large magnetic impulse were considerably larger
than those occurring prior to the impulse and show up
clearly in the dynamic spectrum beginning after -
l2l5 Uf . The frequencies of t*re emissions begin at -
0.005 Hz and decrease slowly with time to - 0.0025
tlz during hours 16 and 17 UT. Such longer period
fluctuations often appear to be enhanced following
impulse events. The solar wind/magnetopause
conditions appear to change with the occurrence of
such magnetic impulse events so that the existence and
amplitudes of hydromagnetic fluch¡ations are
significantly enhanced following such occulences.
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rilhatever the source(s) of the hydromagnetic
waves at the magnetopause, Tonegawa et al. (1985)

have poinþd out, in a study of data from SP and the
Japanese Antarctic station Syowa, that the local time
(azimuthal) extent of waves se€n at the aunrral-zone
station Syowa is much broader than is the extent seen

at the cuspJatitude location. Figures 5a, b show this
clearly. The enhancerient of wave activity in the band
at f - 3 mHtz exists for only a few hours around SP

local noon tirrp. In contrast, the activity in this band at
the auroral zone station Syowa \pas present, with some

short intemrptions, for many hours before and after
Syowa local noon (- 2 LYD. Tonegawa et al. (1985)

conclude that the external wave source spreads

considerably in the azimuthal direction once the
enerry has entercd the magnetosphere. Further
collaborative work with the Japanese investigators on
this problem is in progress.

12 14 16

16 OCTOBER 1985 UT

18

Figurc 4. Dynamic spectrum of H-component magnetic data from South Pole (0-0.02 Hz) from 11-19 UT. Plotted at the

bottom are the H- and V-component traces. The dynamic spectrum shows a decrease in the central frequency of the

low frequercy band, from - 0.005 to - 0.002 Hz over this time interval
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Figure 5a. Dynamic spectra of magnetic field and VLF
data recorded at South Pole Station on 5
January 1982 UT (from Tonegawa et al., 1985).

Figure 5b. Dynamic spectra of magnetic field and VLF
data recorded at Syowa Station on 5 January

1982UT (from Tonegawa et al., 1985)'
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IV. IMPT'I.ST\/E MAGNETIC EVENTS

Much recent work in studies of high latitude
(magnetospheric cuspassociated) ground-based
rnagnetic field phenomena has been stimulated by
theoretical discussions of the possible signatures that
might provide evidence for the occurtence of
reconnection processes (either sporadic or quasi-
periodic) at the dayside magnetopause (e.g.,
Bolshakova & Troitskaya, 1982; Goerø et al., 1985;
I-anzerotti et al., 1986, 1987; Früs-Ch¡istensen et al.,
1988; Sandholt et al., 1986; Glassmeier et al., l99O).
While it is not at all clear at the present time that the
"impulsive" magnetic signals that have been discussed
and highlighted in the data are associated with dayside
reconnection events, there are, nevertheless, several

(o)
Jtl

H

unique features related to a number of the published
events that require further investigation regarding their
relationship to high latitude dayside plasma processes.
Aspects of such events as will be discussed below are
also discussed by McHenry et al. (1989).

Schematic illustrations of two ionospheric
cunent systems which have stimulated most of the
recent investigations of the possible ionospheric and
ground-based signatures of dayside reconnection
events are shown in Fig. 6. The left hand side of this
ûgure contains a twin vortcx Hall curent system
which is convected in the polar cusp ionosphere and
which was discussed initially at rhe l9B4 COSPAR
Meeting by Southwood (f985). On rhe right hand side
of Fig. 6 is a single vort€x flall current system
¡rroduce by a field-aligned currcnt from a dayside
reconnection event as discussed by l-ee (1996).
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Given the Hall current patt€rns of Fig. 6, the
expected spatial distributions of the magnetic field
variations measured by instnrments on the surface of
the earth can be calculated. These distributions of
magnetic variations are shown in Fig. 7, where the
sizes of the loops of the Hall currents (taken to be
circles in all cases) are selected to give the spatial
dirnensions shown in the figures. The vertical
arnplitude scales were arbitrary and depend upon the
assured Hall current loop sizes and magnihrdes. Its
clear that the single cur¡ent loop in Fig. 6 establishes
an unique, single-sign rnagnetic field perûubation in
ürc vertical component of the vector magnetic field
measlu€ments. The relative sizes of the magnetic field
perturbation peaks associaæd with the dual current
loop system in Fig. 7 depend ulnn the relative sizes
(spatial scale and current intensity) of the current
loops, and also upon the ionospheric conductivities
associated with the individual loops.

Shown in Fig. 8 is a impulse event
measured at the three ground-based stations shown in
Fig. I (l-anzerotti etal.,1987). The sign of the > 100
nT impulses in the vertical components at the
conjugate stations of Iqaluit and South Pole shows that
the field-aligned current producing the HaIl current
loop is di¡ect€d into the ionosphere in both
hemisphere. This is also the direction of ttre
field-aligned current which produces the event at
Sondre Stromtord. The dotted line in each figure
shows a qualitative fit of a single flall current loop
(Ftg. 6) to the observations. The agreement between
the observations and the "model" is reasonably good
if a current loop of approximately 2OO km in dianreter
is produced by an incident field-aligned current of - 2
x 105 amps. The ve¡tical dashed line through the peaks
of the events at the three stations shows a time delay
between the observations at SS and IQ; the delay
suggests an east to west propagation of the disturbance

Jl
I
I
\

.lp

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of theoretical ionospheric current systems that might be expected from inærmittent
reconnection processes at the dayside magnetopause.

2
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Figur,c 7. Spatial distribution of magnetic variations expected at the Earttr's surface in three orthogonal directions (H:
geornagnetic south-north; D: geomagnetic west-east; V: vertical, with positive vertical variation corresponding ûo a
maenetic field increase in the direction of the main field) from the two Hall current patterns shown in Fig. 6.

of - 4 to 6 km/s. Arnoldly et al. (1988) has noted that
ion cyclotrron-frequency waves (f - I Hz) with
erihanced amplitudes are often observed superirnposed
on such magnetic impulses.

The inærplanetary magnetic field B, component
was negative for the event shown in Fig. 8. However,
r anzeroüi et al. (1988) and Trivedi et al. (1982)
showed that for some dozen distinct conjugaûe
rnagnetic inpulse events there vyerg no clear
ascociations with the interplanetary magnetic field in
the B" direction. McHenry et al. (1989) have also
reported no clear B" dependence to their traveling
ionospheric vortices. lVhether this coryletcly rules out
reconnection aE a sourae of the events remains a m¡tter

of some debafe.
An irryortant observation of optical emissions in

association with rnagnetic impulse events has been
reported by ftrkunishi & Lanzerotti (1989). These
authors show, for the three impulse events where datå
were available, that the optical aurora as seen by an
all-slcy carnera was significantly enhanced in the
zrlnttJn for a several minuæ interval following an
iryulse event. All-sky canrera pictures of the sþ over
South Pole station for the tiræ interval a¡ound an
impulse event on 26 Jlttly 1985 a¡e shown in Fig. 9.
These photographs show clearly that during the
interval l?/17-125O UT there was significant au¡oral
brighæning in the zenith.
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1200 t2

The magnetic variations, showing an iryulsc
event at SP and IQ at this time, arc shown in Fig. 1O.

The inþrval of enhanced aunorìa cr¡idc'nt in Fig. 9 i8
shown by üre solid bar d the top of the magnetic field
frccs. The enhanced aurora' produced by electrcns

incident on füe imosphcre (and thus accoryanying an

upward field-aligned eurrent), clearly follows thc

magnetic field iryulse. The din¡ctions of the nagnetic
field perturbations prior to tbe aurora indicatc that they
were produced by Hall currents caused by downward
field-aligned currents into the ionoaphere.

The International Sun-Earth Explorer (ISEE 2)

spacecraft data were examined fc magneto'pause

crossings that occuned near the samo local time as the

flux arbe passing through the IQ/SP stations (see

Lanzerotti, 1989). The geoætrics of t$'o events $'itll
reasonably close times of occurrence of conjuctions of
comrnon flux tubes arc ¡hown in Fig. 11. The

trajectories of the ISEE 2 spacecraft æe shown in the

figure by ttre solid lines, which are labeled in universal
time. The trajectories of the ground-based stations

during thc same UT inærvals a¡e ehown by the heavy

dashed lines. The tires of the magnetqtause cnossings

for both of these int€rvals occurred approximately in
the center of each of the two tr¿jectory sÊgmnts' ag

can be seen froE the daø plotted in Figs. 12 and 13.
Plotted in Fig. 12 tî tbe boundary normal

coordinate system,85,86,81, arc ISEE 2 magoetic
field data. Also ploued is the total magnetic field
intensity. The inbound pass of the spacecraft on ?'ll

Sepæmber crosses the magnetopause several tilreg,
with the first major crossing occurring at - 1955 UT.
ISEE-2, during its out-bound pa!¡s on 5 Novenrber,
cn¡ssed ttre magnetopause for ths last tire at - 1355

UT. The Bo com¡ronent on 2i7 Se'ptenrber slrows
evidence for several flucûrations which can be

identified as flux transfer events IFIE s) during the
interval prior to üre crossing of the magnetopause.
There may be one or two such events during the 5

November crossing, particularty at l42O W,
although such perturbations in the Bn com¡ronent are
not as evident in this crossing as they are in the 2i7

Septernber case.

Figure t. Magnetic field variations measured at IQ
(fonnerly Frobisher Bay, FB), SP, and SS on 16

Qctober 1985. The dashed vertical lines are to
guide the eye. The dotæd lines superimposed on
the magnetic tfaces are the signatures expected
from an ionospheric Hall current loop convected
across the observing locations (from I anzeroffi s1
al.,1987).
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Figurc 9. All-eþ carnera pictur€s of the ionosphere over South Pole Station on 26 July 1985 (frron Fukunishi & Lanzerotti"
r988).
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The tiæ-intensity magnetic freld traces fron Ie
(solid linee) and SP (dashed lines) are sho\iln in Fig.
13 for tirne i¡1e¡y¿ls including the ISEE data of Fig.
12. Tfu, magnetic field tracês ftom 2j7 Septcmber are
reasonably quiet, with no evidence forlarge iryulsive
events such as those shown in Fig. B. The Ie and Sp
magnetic field variation¡ showed much more evidencc
for hydrromagnctic ryave activity during the 5
November ev€nt, but again there is no widence for
large, iryulsive magnetic field changee. Thus, if soæ
of the variations in the boundary nomal @o)
component of the 27 Sept€rnb€r event (Fig. 2) in
particular ar€ produced by sporadic dayside
reconnection, there is no evidence of this, in terms of
pttfnt undcrstanding, in thÊ high latitrdp rnagnctic
field reasured on the Earth's sur&ce.
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Figure 11. Traþtory seglnents of the ISEE-2 spacecraft
(heavy solid lines,labeled in UT) at two times
when the spacccraft crossed the mapetopause
near tåe flux tube connecting SP and IQ. The
hacks of SP and IQ in the sarne coordinate
sysþril¡ a¡e shoum by the heavy dashed lines.
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SUMMARY

This paper has brbfly reviewed several curr€nt
sûrdþB of high latih¡de, dayside hydromagnetic
phenoæna as measrrr€d on the grcund and on space-
crafr. The difficulties are formidable for achieving
near-simrltaneous coverage by spacecraft and
ground-based stations of the same flux h¡be in the
nagnetopause region, and not rnany studies have as
yet been reported in the lit€rature. Ner¡ertheless, such
studies are of considerable irryortance in order to
beûter understand the naturc of the rnagnetolrause
under varying interplanetary and geomagnetic activity
conditions. Figure 14 presents a summary of possible
hydronagnetic ï/ave sources in the region of ttþ
magnetopause and the low latihrde boundary layer
(from Fukunishi & Lanzeroüi, l9g9). Other possible
sorrces exist as well, such as the waves exãiteO Uy
modulations of the magnetopause produced by changes
in the solan wind dynamic prressune (e.g., Saito &
Matsushita, 1967); the stnongest manifestation of sucha perturbation is known as an SC (sudden
commencement).

The results discussed here show that there are
Large, iryulsive-like variations in magnetic field
records in the high latittrde, cüp region of the
magnetospherc. These irnpulses have accoryanying
effects in the optical emissions and the electrical fields
(e.9., r rnzerotti et al., 1987) in the ionosphere. While
üe identiñcation of such inpulses by several authors
was initially stimulated by consider.ations of possible
models of the ionospheric signature of sporadic
reconnection at the dayside rnagnetopause, it has not
as yet been determined conclusively that such impulses
do indeed results f¡om that process. More work is
Fquired in order to clariS the occurrences of such
impulse events and the interplanetary conditions under
which they are observed.

Safellite and ground-based measurements of
hydromagnetic wave phenomena in near-equatorial

(Lanzerotti et al., 1989) and low aldtude O +nzerotti,
1989) regions nea¡ the dayside m4gnetopause show
ooincidences of sirrilar fre4uency variatiõns along a
flux tube. Such dâta provide information on wave and
energy transport acnoss the magnetopause and into the
interior of the magneûosphere.
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